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CHILDREN IN MUSEUMS AWARD 2017

CRITERIA FOR THE AWARD
The Jury is looking especially for the creative use of exhibitions and programmes with an
innovative interpretative approach, which should be meaningful to the relevant age-group.
The Jury will expect proof and examples of your innovative approach, open-ended learning
programme, excellence that can be acknowledged by children, and aesthetic qualities.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AWARD



Permanent space designed for children up to the age of 14 years



Age-appropriate exhibitions and/or programmes based on the cognitive, social
and emotional development of children



Permanent staff/ management



Dedicated budget



Interactive learning experiences and exhibit strategies engaging as many
senses as possible



Specialist provision for children within the museum sector internationally
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INTRODUCTION
The Children’s Museum Award was established in 2011 by the European Museum Academy
and Hands On! International for the recognition of excellence in the specific sector of
international children’s museums. In 2014 the name of the Award was changed to the
Children in Museums Award, to reflect the wider range of provision for children in today’s
museums. Applications are welcomed from children’s museums and from education,
children and youth departments in museums and science centres, both long-established and
recently opened.
The European Museum Academy (EMA) is a non-profit Foundation established to reflect
museums at the international level, to promote research on museography and museology as
a high cultural activity, to provide constructive criticism and promote discussion on new
exhibitions and museums, and to diffuse museological knowledge and ideas among
members of the profession. It aims to promote the conception and development of new as
well as of traditional museums as tools of social change. EMA co-operates with Hands On!
International Association of Children in Museums for this Award. EMA members of the
Judging Panel of the Award are also active members of the Academy in a number of roles.
www.europeanmuseumacademy.eu
Hands On! International Association of Children in Museums (HO!I), is an international
professional organisation representing and advocating for its non-profit member institutions.
It actively stimulates the creation and development of children’s museums (including science
centres and large collections-based institutions serving young visitors) and more space for
cultural and educational activities for children and young people. HO!I supports the important
role of children’s museums as centres where play inspires creativity, informal and lifelong
learning. www.hands-on-international.net.
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THE JUDGES’ REPORT

This is the sixth year of the Award, and the organisers have again welcomed entries from
outside Europe, as well as candidates within the continent. The entries for 2017 were of an
extremely high quality and a real testament to the growing maturity of a relatively new field
for the museum profession. Each candidate was introduced by the specialist judges, one
from each of the organisations, who had visited and prepared reports, after which each entry
was considered fully and very carefully by the jury. Naturally the judges operate with both
strict confidentiality and ethical standards, and if anyone has any kind of conflict of interest at
any point, they leave the room for the duration of the part of the discussion in question.
The panel of judges considered carefully all the material submitted by the candidates, paying
special attention to the ways in which a candidate is likely to change the course of museum
thinking or museum practice, nationally and internationally, with imaginative interpretation
and presentation being marked highly. From 20 applications from around the world the
judges reached a varied shortlist of museums from six countries. All are museums of the
highest quality and show no compromises in subjects and approaches which are interesting
for children, all stretch their imagination and range of interests. They tackle subjects from
the environment, climate change, science and innovation, to world culture and human rights,
literature, emigration and film. One national museum hands over authority to children and
others create many playful and meaningful activities for adults and children to share. New
standards have been set this year for what museums working with children can achieve, and
what children can aspire to under guidance, learning in a playful and interactive way.
After an intensive period of exchange of views and a programme of visits, a final shortlist of
ten museums was announced:
Pauline Gandel Children’s Gallery, Melbourne Museum, Melbourne, Australia
Alice – Children’s Museum, Berlin, Germany
EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum, Dublin, Ireland
The Children’s Museum Jordan, Amman, Jordan
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, Hilversum, The Netherlands
Naturalis Biodiversity Center, Leiden, The Netherlands
Maritime Museum Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Brabant Natural History Museum, Tilburg, The Netherlands
Centraal Museum – Miffy Museum, Utrecht, The Netherlands
National Museum of Science and Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
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PAULINE GANDEL CHILDREN’S GALLERY, MELBOURNE MUSEUM
Since 1985 Melbourne Museum, part of Museums Victoria, has had a permanent gallery
focused on children aged 3-8 years. In December 2016 the redeveloped Gallery was
launched, for babies and children up to five years. The change in age focus has been a
major innovation and reflects current neuroscience research and early childhood
development best practice. An innovative and holistic approach was needed, with extensive
consultation during the design and construction phases. Over three years 500 children and
more than 100 adults contributed 2,000 hours to the project, developing ideas and concepts
and testing shapes, colours and textures. A multi-sensory design aims to inspire children to
play and learn on their own, with other children and with their families. The Gallery consists
of three indoor spaces – Welcome, Kids Pod and Big Box – and one outdoor space, all of
which have connections with the other galleries. A dinosaur dig has footprints leading to
skeletons displayed in Science and Life, and a thirsty frog story told by Aboriginal elders
invites exploration in Bunjilaka Aboriginal Cultural Centre.
The judges were impressed by the numerous imaginative and colourful exhibits, and the
meticulous research conducted into the choice of materials and colour. Children can crawl or
run through exhibits and climb others, thereby stimulating physical activity as well as having
their imaginations challenged. It was noted that all children in Victoria at the age of eight
weeks receive a free six-month Family Membership, ‘Learning Starts Here’. In the Gallery
they find excellent child-friendly facilities, with washrooms, showers, toilets with changing
facilities and food preparation areas. The Gallery offers a different museum experience with
a very special purpose, playing a central role in early years learning and development. It has
achieved this with a stimulating and energising series of spaces, activities and opportunities.

Museums Victoria
Pauline Gandel Children’s Gallery, Melbourne Museum
(CEO: Lynley Marshall)
GPO Box 666
Melbourne 3001
Australia
https://museumvictoria.com.au/melbournemuseum/whats-on/childrens-gallery/
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ALICE – CHILDREN’S MUSEUM, BERLIN
The museum, housed in a former GDR building in East Berlin, produces and presents
interactive exhibitions for children, youth and families, focusing on a hands-on and emotional
approach. Children are encouraged to explore, invent, question and play freely,
accompanied by museum staff. Current examples of exhibitions include ‘Pop up Cranach’,
shortlisted in 2015 in the State Prize for Cultural Education. This was the first time that the
National Museums in Berlin had collaborated with a children’s museum, showing original
works by the artist side by side with a lively exhibition. The second example has death as its
theme, a subject not normally associated with children’s museums, but ‘Tell Me Something
About Death’ (‘Erzahl mir was vom Tod’) has already travelled to 16 other venues in
Germany and abroad. Originally designed for children from the age of six, it has proved
popular with younger and older age groups, kindergarten groups, school classes, adult
education centres and seniors. The subject is dealt with in a child-appropriate way that aims
to bring more normality to dealing with death in the midst of life, encouraging discussion.
This led to collaboration with the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, which set up
a laboratory inside the exhibition to invite children, with their parents’ permission, to try out
some attractive strategy games, to test how children actively seek information.
The judges agreed that the museum performs an excellent function in attracting school
groups as well as children with their parents to this part of Berlin, where the staff create
evocative environments and narratives on topics relevant to modern society. It was also
noted that the museum works with experts from other fields, including artists. The interactive
exhibition on Death is praised as a brave initiative, encouraging visitors to recount their own
experiences, ideas and fears about death.

ALICE – Museum für Kinder
(Director: Claudia Lorenz)
Strasse zum FEZ 2
D-12459 Berlin
Germany
www.alice-kindermuseum.de
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EPIC THE IRISH EMIGRATION MUSEUM, DUBLIN
This privately-owned museum is housed in a 19th-century vaulted warehouse on the banks
of the River Liffey, on Custom House Quay in Dublin’s Docklands, the original departure
point for many Irish emigrants. In 2015 an advisory group was assembled to consult on the
development of the museum, which opened in May 2016. The museum concentrates on an
innovative approach to the use of digital technology as a learning tool. Twenty themed
galleries fall under the headings of Migration, Motivation, Influence and Celebration, with
over 300 individual stories. As an example, the ‘Changing the Game’ sports gallery presents
information about various Irish diaspora athletes who achieved success across the world.
Information is accessed on an interactive table through the physical use of disks featuring
QR codes, each representing a different sport. The aim of the museum is to stimulate the
interest of young people and inviting them to be actively involved by using the different digital
stations. Content is contained within numerous screens and audio-visual pods, where
visitors actively swipe and tap to unlock and access information, as well as experiencing
immersive reactions triggered by body movements. The museum feels that children and
teenagers today are rightly called ‘digital natives’, and utilises technology as an inspiring
learning tool, catering for all learning levels and styles. Feedback computers at the end of
the exhibition give visitors an opportunity to answer set questions about their museum
experience and write their own comments.
The judges praised the high standard of design and aesthetic quality of the exhibitions and
the use of cutting-edge digital technology, accompanied by well-edited and well-designed
educational programmes and materials. The museum will certainly make the Irish more
aware of their cultural heritage, enhanced by collaboration with a genealogy centre.

EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum
(Director: Fiona Ross)
The chq Building
Custom House Quay
Dublin 1
Ireland
www.epicchq.com
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THE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM JORDAN, AMMAN
Now in its tenth year the museum offers a unique interactive hands-on learning environment
for children and families, through play, discovery and exploration which stimulates the mind
and senses through a range of programmes. It considers itself as part of education reform in
Jordan and from the beginning has focused on inclusiveness, leading to its growing outreach
programme.
Its Mobile Museum travels in two trucks to the parts of the country where no children or
families could ever think or afford to visit a museum. Staying for eight days in one place, it
collaborates with schools and the local community, after extensive advance publicity. The
educational content of the Mobile Museum includes a planetarium; discovery stations
concentrating on the human body, oral hygiene and general health issues; recreational sport
fostering teamwork skills; the world of physics and chemistry; a city square mock-up with
role play opportunities; and an art station which encourages children to observe, explore and
express their own ideas. Quality evaluation is carried out regularly to assess the impact of
the Mobile Museum’s activities on the community. The programme supports the school
curriculum and is complementary to it.
The judges said that the Mobile Museum is a role model for all children’s museums to
address the underprivileged segments of the child/youth population and should inspire other
museums to develop inclusive activities. It is a top quality permanent outreach programme,
developed to reach the poorest areas of the country, including refugee camps. With its
educational activities it also targets parents and teachers, promoting self-awareness and
healthy habits.

The Children’s Museum Jordan
(Director: Ms Sawsan Dalaq)
Al Hussein Park
King Abdullah II Street
PO Box 386
Amman 11831
Jordan
www.cmj.jo
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NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE FOR SOUND AND VISION, HILVERSUM
The Institute is housed in a modern building within a park and has a traditional archive as
well as exhibition space. A central theme of its mission is the idea of ‘media wisdom’, the
whole of knowledge, skills and mentality that citizens use to consciously, critically and
actively take part in a complex, changing and fundamentally mediatised world. Within this
context Sound and Vision has developed different educative cross-media programmes and
products about 100 years of audiovisual history, especially for scholars and students, but
also opening the audiovisual heritage to professionals, educationalists, scientists and the
general public. The Let’s YouTube exhibition is an interactive experience in which visitors
discover YouTube’s impact on their daily lives. Visitors are challenged to test their skills and
knowledge at five interactive tables, the goal being to get as many credits as possible, which
can be coined in the YouTube rooms of the exhibition. In addition, visitors get to see behind
the scenes of the platform itself, and experience the creator’s side. The YouTube content is
updated every day. The main target group of the exhibition is children aged 8-14 and their
parents.
The judges said that this exhibition provides a new experience for young visitors and invites
them to become aware of the benefits and also the negative aspects of YouTube. The
project uses their own language and favourite means to encourage them to discover how the
system works. Interactivity and co-operation are the main keystones of the project, enabling
children, siblings and parents to have fun and work together. The programme is also a tool
to help parents and teachers learn about what interests the younger generation and how
they get information, so that they can discuss the benefits and pitfalls of modern media.

Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid
(Managing Director: Jan Müller; Head of Museum: Ineke Middag)
Media Parkboulevard 1
1217 WE Hilversum
The Netherlands
www.beeldengeluid.nl
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NATURALIS BIODIVERSITY CENTER, LEIDEN
Naturalis is the national institute for natural history in the Netherlands, founded in 1820. Its
mission is to describe, understand and explain biodiversity for the wellbeing of people and
the survival of earthly nature. Besides being a science institute, Naturalis regards itself as a
family museum and is convinced that it serves children better if they are approached as part
of the group with which they visit the museum. It aims to reach out to the adults in the group
to raise their own curiosity and wonder, thus making them a more valuable support and
stimulus for the children, telling stories and creating shared memories. The temporary
exhibition, T. rex ‘Trix’ is the focus for a wide range of stories about evolution, form and
function, geology and a changing world. Always a popular subject, attracting 140,000
visitors in three months, it begins with a display of animatronics hired from the Natural
History Museum in London, followed by a range of interactive and multisensory experiences
exploring the research behind the discovery of Trix. The exhibition is the result of close
collaboration across the museum, and includes workshops and laboratories with scientists
explaining the age of the dinosaurs and how palaeontologists work.
The judges said this was a praiseworthy effort to maximise the impact of an exhibition and to
communicate the serious research behind it with a whole series of inventive, interactive
activities, and the way these were incorporated into displays was quite outstanding. A whole
range of visitors was clearly absorbed and it was noticeable that children especially were
fascinated and really paying attention. One aim was to encourage children to be interested
professionally in palaeontology and it was impressive to see how the entire museum, the
various teams of specialists and front-line staff and marketing people collaborated to create
a project of real impact.

Naturalis Biodiversity Center
(Director: Edwin van Huis)
Vondellaan 55
2332 CR Leiden
The Netherlands
www.naturalis.nl
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MARITIME MUSEUM ROTTERDAM
The museum’s ambition is to become a centre of knowledge about maritime progress, both
in terms of history and of contemporary developments, gaining knowledge through studies
and research, and passing on that knowledge to a variety of target groups. The aim is to
engage visitors of all ages in an experience which is both educational and fun. With the
growing demand for energy, Dutch companies are in great demand throughout the world for
complex high-tech offshore projects under extreme conditions. The Offshore Experience is
the first ever exhibition in the Netherlands about this sector, offering adults and children over
eight a unique insight into energy production at sea, both now and in the future. In
collaboration with Kossmann.dejong the museum came up with a concept based on the
challenges offshore workers face every day. Visitors are transformed into offshore trainees
and the museum space into an oil platform and underwater world, creating a total immersive,
theatrical experience. With a QR-code on their entrance tickets, and supplied with helmet
and safety jacket, trainees enter the platform. A 360º film projection stimulates the senses,
while ships come and go and helicopters land. In nine interactive simulations visitors can
discover whether they are capable of a future in the offshore industry. A lift then takes
visitors to an underwater world, from just below the surface to a depth of 3 km.
The judges said that this is an important initiative, carefully researched with partners from
the industry. It aims to inspire young people, engaging them with interactive activities which
explore real skills required in the professions. This is an exemplary exhibition reflecting the
real world and has an impact on young people’s relationship with offshore industries. It is
beautifully researched and very professional in its presentation, which is highly technical and
scenographically outstanding.

Maritiem Museum Rotterdam
(Director: Frits Loomeijer)
Postbus 988
3000 AZ Rotterdam
The Netherlands
www.maritiemmuseum.nl
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NATURE MUSEUM BRABANT
At the museum education is an integral part of the Department of Public Activities, which
develops all the exhibitions as well as the educational activities. Education is considered to
be an essential and integrated aspect of its exhibitions. It embraces new technology and
looks for ways to enable visitors to participate in and contribute to exhibitions. Several years
ago the OO-Zone was launched, a hybrid between an exhibition, a depot and a laboratory.
Children choose a character who takes them on a quest to discover nature form a specific
perspective. An automated system of RFID chips and readers enables children to work
independently in small teams, at their own pace and choice of topics and characters. With
its latest exhibition, Forest (BOS), the museum has raised the bar again. BOS is an
experience based on the seasons for children aged 4-8 and their families. The exhibition
changes every season: wall and floor projections, lights, animals and quests all reflect the
atmosphere of the current season. Children are asked to help a virtual tree grow by
completing quests, collecting virtual objects for every completed task. Their natural curiosity
is stimulated, they use all their senses and learn they can be part of nature. Parents take an
active role encouraging the children and taking part in quests, while staff members are at
hand to assist and guide visitors.
The judges said that the museum has been helping young people to appreciate and respect
nature for more than 80 years. Its long experience enables many professionals to find
inspiration in its programmes and initiatives. There is a good combination of multimedia and
real objects, and the very motivated members of staff means there is constant development
in methods for making children’s exhibitions interesting and fun, in a friendly environment.

Natuurmuseum Brabant
(Director: Frans Ellenbroek)
Spoorlaan 434
5038 CH Tilburg
The Netherlands
www.natuurmuseumbrabant.nl
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CENTRAAL MUSEUM – MIFFY MUSEUM
This is a modern children’s museum inspired by Dick Bruna (1927-2017), the creator of
Miffy. It is the only Dutch museum that specialises in 2-6 year-olds and their families.
Children embark on a voyage of cultural discovery in the carefree world of Miffy, and in her
company engage in activities that help them develop their receptive and reflective skills. The
galleries are especially designed for young children, as are all of the museum’s facilities. An
example of the work of the museum can be seen in the gallery, ‘Miffy’s house’, which is a
child-sized dolls house where children imitate adults and role-play. Exploring the world of
fine art they play with colours, shapes and compositions, discover artist’s materials, make art
works and even mount their own exhibitions. In ‘the doctor’ area children familiarise
themselves with the treatments and tests the average child will undergo when visiting the
doctor – testing body functions, measuring and weighing – and dressing up as the doctor to
nurse patients. Children pet and feed the animals in Miffy’s zoo, while during the school
holidays they can enjoy workshops and shows in visual arts, music, drama and dance.
Every Saturday there is an interactive reading hour. In 2017 the museum teamed up with
Make a Wish Nederland to provide for their target group and will research ways to improve
its programmes for children with special needs, such as visual or hearing impairment and
autism.
The judges praised the clean, beautiful design and play objects in the exhibitions, which are
colourful, attractive, safe and easy to manipulate. This is a place where the very young can
enjoy the experience of visiting a museum while they play, have fun and interact with other
children. They are encouraged to explore, discover, touch, interact and learn, using
language appropriate to their age.

Nijntje Museum – Miffy Museum
(Artistic Director: Bart Rutten; Business Director: Marco Grob)
Centraal Museum
Postbus 2106
3500 GC Utrecht
The Netherlands
www.nijntjemuseum.nl
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THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, STOCKHOLM
MegaMind is an interactive science exhibition to make the world more understandable by
reflecting technology from a contemporary perspective, with history as the starting point and
the future round the corner. Within the museum it is part of the Department of Knowledge
and Collections. In MegaMind children are the museum’s prioritised target group, with
activities created for their needs. The vision of the museum is to be ‘every little genius’
favourite place’, accessible to all students regardless of their social or functionality issues.
The exhibition was inaugurated in 2015 after a three-year development process. It was one
of the largest investments among Swedish museums that year, and the museum’s greatest
outlay since its opening in 1938. The focus of the exhibition is on the brain’s creative abilities
and the formation of ideas. With a target group of children over three and special emphasis
on 8-12 year-olds, the museum has included this age group as co-creators of the exhibition.
During the idea/concept phase the museum met over 200 people, and 500 students of
various ages and abilities have been part of the testing of the installations. There is still very
close co-operation with scientists, experts and those representing people with different
physical or cognitive abilities. The museum clearly states that it is in a continuous state of
work in progress. Among MegaMind’s 43 installations, children can paint with their eyes,
compose thought-controlled music or operate a satellite, for example. The latest programme
is FUNKIS, which includes custom tasks, which students solve via the exhibition’s stations.
The judges praised the high standard of design and the playful architecture that invite
children to explore and be creative, the age-appropriateness of the exhibitions, based on
serious research and development of the content with interviews and scientific evaluation.
The willingness to adjust ideas and foster learning on both sides – visitors as well as staff –
was also noteworthy.

Tekniska museet: The National Museum of Science and Technology
(Director: Peter Skogh)
Box 27 842
SE-115 93 Stockholm
Sweden
www.tekniskamuseet.se
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THE 2017 CHILDREN IN MUSEUMS AWARD WINNER
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, STOCKHOLM
The museum, located in a former military area, is in the middle of a revolutionary process.
After opening in 1938 it was renewed in the 1980s as Teknorama Science Center, and the
concept was fundamentally revised in 2015 with the exhibition MegaMind. This is seen as
the first expression of the start of a new era in Swedish museum practice. Deviating from
solely technical exhibitions it is now researching and conveying the how and why of society’s
commitment to technology, how it can be changed by thinking and giving answers to
questions with ideas that come up in our brain.
MegaMind was created to be 100% accessible, and with the involvement of the target group
– children over the age of three, and focusing on the 8-12 year age group – in the making
this of new exhibition. During this process 300 proposals for installations were whittled down
to just over 40. The latest programme, FUNKIS, involves tasks of varying degrees of
difficulty, presented through text, speech, Braille and sign language, with students sharing
their results in various customised ways. When a school class books FUNKIS a dialogue
with their teacher covers educational elements that would fit their visit. Feedback and
evaluation takes place through a variety of digital social media channels with online users
and by interaction and dialogue with visitors, as well as an ongoing visitor survey in
collaboration with an impartial external analyst to measure demographic factors and visitor
behaviour.
The judges were unanimous in their decision to make the National Museum of Science and
Technology the winner of the 2017 Children in Museums Award. Its innovative approaches
to foster curiosity, creativity for neuroscience and the brain’s extraordinary abilities from a
contemporary perspective were highly praised. There is a great focus on availability as an
expression of the museum’s comprehensive and consistently implemented strategic renewal
to be a place for everyone. MegaMind, with its high quality design, total accessibility and
basis of serious research and development of contents reaches a new level in children’s
museums, while acknowledging that there has to be a permanent process of development
and change to reflect present-day questions and challenges. Our warmest congratulations
go to the museum on this remarkable achievement.
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THE TROPHY

The trophy is a bronze statue of Miffy, the world-famous children’s character, which was
created by Dick Bruna (1927-2017).
The sculptor is Marc Bruna, Dick Bruna’s son. This (only existing) statue is a scale model of
the original statue that is located in Utrecht, the home town of Dick Bruna in The
Netherlands. The statue was donated to the city by the Soroptimist Club of Utrecht in the
1990s.
2015 was Miffy’s 60th anniversary and yet she still appeals to children all over the world – the
Miffy books are now translated in more than 50 languages. As a character, Miffy embodies
the principles of creativity, fantasy, openness (she looks at you), positivity, freedom of
thinking and child friendliness. Her profile as the familiar, friendly character that children
worldwide recognise and love was underlined in 2004 when New York City chose Miffy as
their Family Tourist Ambassador in a bid to attract tourists’ families back to the city, post
9/11.
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APPENDIX ONE: LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR THE 2017 AWARD

Australia

Melbourne: Pauline Gandel Children’s Gallery, Melbourne
Museum
https://museumvictoria.com.au/melbournemuseum/whatson/childrens-gallery/

Austria

Vienna: Jewish Museum Vienna
www.jmw.at

Finland

Helsinki: City Museum
www.helsinkicitymuseum.fi

France

Strasbourg: Le Vaisseau
www.levaisseau.com

Germany

Berlin: Alice – Children’s Museum
www.alice-kindermuseum.de
Duisburg: Explorado
www.explorado-duisburg.de

Ireland

Dublin: EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum
www.epicchq.com

Jordan

Amman: The Children’s Museum Jordan
www.cmj.jo

The Netherlands

Hilversum: Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision
www.beeldengeluid.nl
Leiden: Naturalis Biodiversity Center
www.naturalis.nl
Rotterdam: Maritime Museum Rotterdam
www.maritiemmuseum.nl
The Hague: Museon
www.museon.nl
Tilburg: Nature Museum Brabant
www.natuurmuseumbrabant.nl
Utrecht: Centraal Museum – Miffy Museum
www.nijntjemuseum.nl

Romania

Sibiu: ASTRA National Museum Complex
www.muzeulastra.ro

Singapore

Singapore: National Gallery Singapore
www.nationalgallery.sg

Slovenia

Celje: Museum of Recent History
www.muzej-nz-ce.si
Ljubljana: National Gallery
www.ng-slo.si
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Sweden

Stockholm: National Museum of Science and Technology
www.tekniskamuseet.se

Turkey

Istanbul: Elgiz Museum
www.elgizmuseumistanbul.org
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APPENDIX TWO: THE PANEL OF JUDGES

Andrew Durham has been Director of Artlab Australia since 2005, looking
after the collections of the Art Gallery of South Australia, the South Australia Museum, State
Library, History Trust of South Australia and Carrick Hill. Graduating from Cambridge
University with an MA in Art History, he trained as a paintings conservator at the Courtauld
Institute in London and at the Atelier Crephart in Geneva, Switzerland. After positions as
paintings conservator in Leicester and at the Tate Gallery in London, he was appointed
Head of Conservation at the Australian National Gallery in Canberra. Returning to the UK he
worked with English Heritage before spending ten years as Keeper of Conservation at the
National Museums Liverpool where in 1998 The Conservation Centre won the prestigious
European Museum of the Year Award and International Institute of Conservation’s Keck
Award. He is a Board member of AusHeritage and Ace Open, a contemporary art space in
Adelaide, with a keen interest in modern art and Asian civilisation and culture. Both Artlab
Australia and AusHeritage are participants in several conservation projects in India, China
and the countries of South East Asia. [EMA]

Camila González Gou was until recently curator at the Museu Frederic
Marès in Barcelona, following terms of office at the Museu d’Història de la Ciutat, the Centre
Gestor de Museus and the Museu Reial Monestir de Pedralbes in the city. A founder
member of the Associació Catalana d’Arqueologia, she was Chairperson of the ICOM
Spanish National Committee (1990-98) and Treasurer of the ICOM General Executive
(2001-2004). Formerly a National Correspondent for the European Museum Forum, she is
now a member of the European Museum Academy’s pool of National Representatives. A
professor in courses of Museology Studies in Madrid, Barcelona, Tenerife and Girona
Universities, she has written articles and publications on museum education and legislation,
and has a particular interest in cultural tourism and museums as educational tools. [EMA]

Claudia Haas trained as an art historian and archaeologist and in the early
1990s she worked on the development of ZOOM Kindermuseum, a children's museum in the
Museums Quarter of Vienna, developing the institution from a temporary exhibition space to
an organization with a staff of 70 employees, welcoming 120,000 visitors per year and
defining the mission, content and program of the museum. She is now a member of the
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museum’s Board. Since 2003 she has been working as a museum consultant specializing in
planning visitor-friendly museums to attract culturally diverse audiences. Claudia Haas also
works as a consultant for museum education for UNESCO, as well as teaching and holding
seminars at international museum conferences. [HO!I]

Arno van Berge Henegouwen. After his biology studies at Leiden University
Arno’s first job was director and curator of the Natural History Museum in Tilburg. Later he
became head of the Natural History Department of the educational museum of The Hague,
Museon. Since 1990 he has written plans for several exhibitions, museums and visitor
centres in Holland and Germany. Museonder, the first underground museum in the world
developed for the National Park De Hoge Veluwe, was one of the highlights. It was followed
by a new visitor centre in the same National Park. He initiated international exhibitions in The
Hague such as the Wildlife Photographer of the Year. From 2001 he completed the new
permanent exhibition in the Museon, Your World, My World which opened in 2006. As an
author he has written several popular science books and children’s books on topics including
marine biology, evolution and biodiversity. As a scientist he has published on aquatic insects
and dung beetles. In his spare time he is an ardent nature photographer. He retired from his
work in 2013 and is now a museum consultant. [EMA]

Gregor Isenbort studied economic and social history and philosophy in
Bonn (Germany) and Perugia (Italy). 1998-2002 were spent at the House of History of the
Federal Republic of Germany in Bonn, before moving to the Rhineland Industrial Museum
(2003-2004). From 2004 to 2007 he worked at the Rhineland State Museum in Bonn, before
winning a DAAD scholarship in Bogota, Columbia (2005-2006). In 2007 he became Head of
Public Relations and Temporary Exhibitions at the Museum for Communication in Berlin,
where he stayed until 2013. He is currently Director of the DASA Working World Exhibition in
Dortmund. [EMA]

Petra Katzenstein started her career as a drama psychotherapist, working
in hospitals and schools for children with special needs. Over 30 years ago she started as a
tour guide at the Jewish Historical Museum in Amsterdam, and was the initiator of the Prince
Bernhard Cultural Foundation’s award-winning Children’s Museum at the JHM. She worked
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on the development of the I ASK method, training and handbook, which helps museum staff
to encourage visitors to open up to unfamiliar things. She is Vice-President of Hands On!
and co-organised with the Rijksmuseum the 2015 Conference in Amsterdam. [HOI!]

Andreja Rihter has strongly supported cultural heritage projects and
activities at the national, regional and international level - as the Minister of Culture in
Slovenia (2000-04) and former director of the Museum of Recent History, Celje, and through
other positions in national and European cultural organizations, including the European
Museum Forum (national correspondent); the Museums Association of Slovenia (president,
1998-2001); the Museology School of Celje, Slovenia (initiator and Head); ICOM-ICTOP
(board member (2007-, vice-chair 2010-); the Forum of Slavic Cultures (founding member
and initiator, 2002-, president 2002-05)). More recently, the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe (chairperson of the Sub-Committee on Cultural Heritage, 2010–2012); the
European Museum Academy (president, 2009-); Hands On! International (vice-president,
2009-2011) and Member of Parliament of Slovenia (2008-2011). [EMA]

Margherita Sani has a degree in Literature and Philosophy (University of
Bologna) and an MA in Museums and Galleries Administration (City University, London).
She works in Italy at the Istituto Beni Culturali of the Region Emilia-Romagna, where she is
in charge of international projects – in particular on museum education, lifelong learning and
intercultural dialogue – and organises international training events in the museological field.
She co-ordinated the EU funded Network ‘LEM – The Learning Museum’ and has led
several other European projects, many of which have been identified as best practice. Since
2008 she has been on the executive board of NEMO (Network of European Museum
Organisations). She has edited various publications on museum education and lifelong
learning, intercultural dialogue and quality in museum work. [EMA]

Veronica Sekules is Director of GroundWork Gallery, a new space in King’s
Lynn in Norfolk, specialising in contemporary art and environment. She was formerly Head
of Education & Research and Deputy Director for the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts at the
University of East Anglia, where she was responsible for developing and managing learning
and research programmes, educational events and conferences, artists’ projects and
residencies, outreach and training with students, schools, teachers and the public. She has
worked extensively on international educational programmes and consultancies in many
countries. She directed a Culture of the Countryside project, funded by the Heritage Lottery
Fund from 2008-2011, about which she is now writing a book, and was one of the editors for
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World Art, a journal published from 2011 by Routledge. She trained as an art historian, has
an MA in education and is an active educational researcher and writer specialising in the
Middle Ages and 20th-century art, and is widely published in these areas. She is chair of
judges for the Children in Museums Award. [HOI!]

Petra Zwaka is a historian and museologist who, over the past 30 years has
designed numerous exhibitions and projects on Berlin history, interdisciplinary research
projects on the subject of diversity in museums education, outreach and educational
programmes and (inter-) national conferences. She is the author of several books and
articles on local history and museums education. Since 1991 she was the Director of two
regional history museums and different memorial sites in the Berlin district TempelhofSchöneberg. In 2011 she was given the additional responsibility as the Head of Cultural
Affairs in the district, including the municipal art galleries and programming. As an advocate
for the benefits of exploring history with children and young people through methods of
experiential and interactive learning strategies, she brought the Jugend Museum (Youth
Museum) to life (1994), as an integral part of the regional Schöneberg Museum. One of her
main research topics there is on intercultural dialogue and participation in museums as well
as the question of how a museum for children and young people can become a socially
responsible institution. [HO!I]
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APPENDIX THREE

PREVIOUS WINNERS OF THE AWARD

2012

Tropenmuseum Junior, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

2013

Please Touch Museum, Philadelphia, USA

2014

National Gallery of Denmark (SMK), Copenhagen, Denmark

2015

Lifetime Achievement Awards were awarded to:
ZOOM Kindermuseum, Vienna, Austria
Boston Children’s Museum, Boston, USA

2016

GeoFort, Herwijnen,The Netherlands
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